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Abstract
The last decade has seen a remarkable surge in x-ray characteriza-
tion methods[1]. Imaging with x-rays has evolved from simple radiog-
raphy, to image internal structure and diagnose injury, to a full fledged
tool for nanoscale characterization[2]. Central to this development has
been the advent of high brilliance synchrotron and free electron laser
sources of X-rays. The high degree of spacial coherence of the result-
ing beams has enabled novel new imaging methods. Of these, Coher-
ent Diffraction Imaging (CDI) has proven highly successful at imaging
structure in nano materials[3]. In addition, this imaging method can
be combined with Bragg diffraction (BCDI) to image strain with high
sensitivity[4, 5].
Since the discovery of X-rays by Ro¨ntgen in 1895[6] the penetrating
power and short wavelength of this form of light has been exploited in many
ways. Indeed, the term x-ray has even become synonymous with the radiog-
raphy images that are commonplace in medicine to non invasively diagnose
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injury and disease. Perhaps less common in everyday experience is the
concept of diffraction of x-rays by periodic structures such a crystals. This
phenomenon was discovered by the father-son team of W.H. and W.L. Bragg
in 1913 [7, 8] and has contributed tremendously to society, even though one
seldom encounters Bragg’s diffraction spots on a daily basis.
Bragg diffraction arises due to the extremely short wavelength of x-ray
light. X-rays have wavelengths similar to the spacing between atomic planes
within a crystal. It is possible to orient a crystal in such a way that x-ray
beams reflected from individual lattice planes can constructively add up in
relative phase, via exactly the same mechanism that gives rise to maxima
and minima in the classical Young’s double slit experiment. With such an
alignment one can observe extremely bright reflected x-ray beams (Bragg
beams) from specific orientations of the crystal lattice. When the align-
ment condition is not carefully met, the incident beam will pass through
the sample or be simply absorbed in the form of heat. This behavior is
fundamentally different than reflection of visible light by a mirror, as that
reflected intensity is relatively insensitive to the angle. The very nature
of Bragg diffraction means that it has exquisite sensitivity to the atomic
structure of matter. It is this powerful capability that has allowed the de-
termination of the atomic structure of everything from the genetic building
blocks of life[9] to advanced materials for efficient lighting[10].
Radiography and diffraction are in some sense the opposite ends of the
spectrum for structural studies of matter. While the diffraction condition
gives average atomic scale information of the sample, radiography gives im-
ages of local structure in the micro-millimeter length scales. Quite often local
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structure has a profound impact on the properties of the material. This is
particularly evident within nano materials, or objects having spacial dimen-
sions of a few hundreds of nanometers or less. As pointed out in Robinson
et al. [5], the unique properties of these materials require innovative new
tools to study them. Especially when one needs to study these materials in
their native setting, or within complex or corrosive environments.
To study the local structure of materials at spatial resolution better
than 1 µm the x-ray equivalent of a microscope is a powerful tool[11]. The
foundation of high resolution x-ray microscopy is the x-ray Fresnel Zone
Plate (FZP) lens. Due to the weak interaction of the x-rays with matter, a
diffractive optic like an FZP is ideal. Currently the best FZPs designed for
hard x-ray (short wavelength) use are reaching down to 20 nm resolution[12].
There are substantial technical challenges in producing diffractive lenses
with smaller features sizes and hence higher resolution. Actually, the current
record for focussing hard x-rays goes to a mirror system which produced a
7 nm focused x-ray beam[13]. Both mirror and diffractive x-ray lenses are
technologically challenging and as with optical microscopy, high resolution
comes at the cost of working distance of the lens. In the case of x-ray
microscopy, this cost is quite high as the one of the greatest benefits of hard
x-rays, in particular, is their greater penetration into both materials and
environments[2, 14].
When one wishes to study a sample within an environmental cell, or
needs information at resolutions beyond that of the best x-ray lenes, the
lens of the microscope can be replaced with computational algorithms. This
method, known as Coherent Diffractive Imaging (CDI), exploits the bril-
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liance of modern synchrotrons and free electron lasers[15] to image materi-
als at potentially very high spatial[16, 17], and now temporal, resolution[18].
The reason the method can image local structure, even without a lens, is
that the beam itself has a point to point phase correlation that is preserved
throughout the interaction with the sample. The x-rays scattered from dif-
ferent regions of the sample reach a camera with a fixed relative phase to
each other and constructively or destructively interfere accordingly. So while
not formally identical to the diffraction from crystal planes that Bragg orig-
inally described, the fact that interference of waves scattered from different
regions of the sample is what is measured, makes the name appropriate.
Essentially the squared modulus of the Fourier Transform of the structure
of the sample is measured at the detector plane. As a result ,CDI is subject
to an obstacle similar to the phase problem of x-ray crystallography[19, 20].
The key to producing an image from the measured data, which bears little
obvious resemblance to the sample, it to computationally retrieve the phases
of the scattered waves and propagate, via Fourier Transform, back to the
plane of the sample[21, 22, 23].
The resolution of CDI is determined in a similar way to lens based mi-
croscopy. While the microscope resolution is determined by the numerical
aperture (NA) of the lens, the CDI resolution is determined by the numerical
aperture of the data, or to what angle the x-rays are scattered by the sam-
ple. In the language of diffraction, it is the maximum momentum transfer
imparted to the scattered beam that determines the resolution of the data,
and hence the resolution of the obtained image.
The dominate scattering mechanism, or contrast, is the electron density
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of the material. Coherent imaging can possesses remarkable sensitivity to
material properties. In Diaz et al. they illustrate a 2% accuracy in determi-
nation of the density of SiO2 microspheres [24]. Coherent imaging is being
developed to exploit a variety of other contrast mechanisms. Linear dichro-
ism in magnetic systems has already been used to image labyrinth domains
in GdFe films[25] and instrumentation to exploit circular magnetic dichroism
as an imaging contrast is being developed. In addition, coherent imaging
can be combined with the exquisite sensitivity of x-rays to distortions of a
crystalline lattice to image strain. Usually referred to as Bragg Coherent
Diffractive Imaging (BCDI), the ability to image strain on the nanometer
scale in three dimensions is highly novel.
Coherent imaging is currently done in two somewhat distinct modes.
The original method relies on the sample being compact in space, or smaller
than the coherent x-ray beam in which it is measured[21, 3]. This is tra-
ditionally what we call CDI. The measurement can be done either in the
small angle geometry, where the scattered x-rays lye near the direct beam,
or in the vicinity of Bragg peaks of crystals, where the sample is, of course,
a crystal and the detector and sample are oriented at a Bragg condition
of the lattice[4, 5]. The most recent addition to coherent imaging meth-
ods has been generally called Ptychography, or Scanning X-ray Diffractive
Imaging[26, 27]. The goal of this method is to remove the requirement that
the sample be compact. Ptychography can image, with all of the benefits
of greater working distance and potentially higher resolution, an extended
field of view in a sample of larger size. The root of the word ptychography
is from Greek meaning to fold, and that is the principle behind the method.
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The phase retrieval process of CDI is not very robust when the object is not
compact, or finite in extent. To overcome this technical difficulty the beam
is scanned across the sample and measurements are done at overlapping lo-
cations. This folding of the measurements from overlapping regions of the
sample greatly aide in the phase retrieval process to produce the image of
the sample.
In recent years the phase retrieval algorithms have been the greatest area
of development in the field. For CDI, they are still primarily based on the
iterative algorithms of Gerchberg and Saxton, which were developed for the
case of two measurements. One done in diffraction space, identical to CDI,
and another done in direct, or image, space, where with an electron micro-
scope one can switch at the push of a button. The algorithms are iterative
in nature, using a computational tool known as the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) to switch back and forth between the two measurement spaces. The
FFT is in its own right a topic of research among computer scientists, but
thankfully there canned libraries which are reasonably robust. In the Gerch-
berg and Saxton case they were attempting to improve the resolution of the
images formed in an electron microscope. In the CDI case we have only one
measurement in the diffraction space. The algorithms coined Hybrid Input-
Output (HIO) and Error Reductions (ER) were defined in Fienup’s 1982
paper and are the true workhorses of CDI. For CDI, since there is no mea-
surement in direct space, we must encode as much information as we have
regarding the sample to aide the phase retrieval algorithm in convergence.
Typically the size of the sample is encoded in the support constraint that de-
termines how the electron density of the image is modified at each iteration.
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A formulation by Marchesini et al. called Shrinkwrap allows for the sup-
port size to be automatically determined as the iterations of the algorithm
proceed[28]. Chen et al. developed a method to improve the reliability of an
image called Guided-HIO. In GHIO multiple sequences of phase retrieval are
started from random distributions and the resulting images from each are
combined together periodically during the iterations, in a variety of ways,
to converge to a single solution[29]. One of the most recent additions to the
iterative algorithms has been the ability to correct for imperfect coherence
in the x-ray beam[23]. This can arise as a consequence of the beam line
configuration (slits opened too wide) or scatter from windows that the x-ray
beam must pass through. Poor coherence in the beam reduces the contrast
in the bright and dark regions of the diffraction pattern. In direct space, the
density recovered will typically be less uniform. This method was critical
for application of BCDI to a sample within a high pressure diamond anvil
cell [30]. Due to the presence of a gasket that was traversed by the beam
both entering and exiting the cell, the partial coherence of the incident beam
became more severely intertwined[14].
In this text we describe an example of coherent imaging of a nanometer
scale crystal of Barium Titanate mounted on a thick substrate of silicon. In
this example the compact nature of the sample is taken into account during
the phase retrieval process to produce an image. Since this measurement was
done in the vicinity of a (110) Bragg peak of the crystal we were sensitive to
distortions of the lattice of the crystal due to strain. Intuitively the strain
sensitivity comes from the fact that different positions in the crystal will
have slightly different lattice spacing and hence diffract x-rays to minutely
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different angles. Due to the coherence of the beam this fact will be encoded
in the interference pattern produced in the near vicinity of the Bragg peak.
By the nature of Fourier Transforms, upon computational phase retrieval,
the image will be of a complex (containing both real and imaginary parts)
density distribution within the object. The amplitude of the complex num-
bers is directly proportional to the electron density of the crystal, while the
phase of the complex numbers is directly related to the distortion of the lat-
tice along the direction of the crystal planes which are aligned at the Bragg
condition.
Fig. 1 illustrates the BCDI experiment at the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) at Argonne National Laboratory. At this synchrotron beamline the
coherent fraction of the synchrotron source is our primary concern. Preci-
sion slits are almost the only optical components that touch the beam. The
instrument does contain a monochromator, which is a pair of Silicon (111)
oriented crystals, to select just a single wavelength of x-rays from the spec-
trum produced by the synchrotron. These crystals are carefully polished to
maintain the purity of the coherent wavefront. After the monochromator
there is a precision slit that selects just a single coherent mode from the
beam and a Kirk-Patrick Baez mirror system that focuses the x-ray beam
from tens of micrometers down to less than one micrometer[31]. Again, this
focusing optic does not determine the final resolution of the image, it is sim-
ply used to concentrate as much of the coherent beam onto a tiny sample
as possible. It has a long working distance, in x-ray lens terms, of 7cm or
more, leaving room for temperature stages, gas environments, high pressure
cells or any other in-situ action the scientist can conceive of.
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Nanosized Barium Titanate (BTO) is an important industrial material
for making supercapacitors. BTOs dielectric constant peaks as a function
of size with a maximum around 140nm with a factor of 3 enhancement of
dielectric constant resulting in a big improvement in capacitor performance
[32]. A major industry is currently building up for energy storage, which is
of significant interest in Basic Energy Sciences.
The structural origin of the dielectric enhancement in nanometer-sizes
crystals of BTO is an important scientific question which can be addressed
by Bragg Coherent X-ray Diffraction Imaging (BCDI). The dielectric sus-
ceptibility, the amount of electric polarization for a given applied field, is a
structural quantity related to the degree of ionic displacements allowed in a
given lattice. The ions are expected to have fixed charges, so the polariza-
tion is directly proportional to the lattice distortion. Nanoparticles have a
large surface-to-volume ratio so can presumably take advantage of addition
degrees of structural freedom at their surfaces, which in turn allows a higher
polarization. The question of how the electric polarization is distributed
within the nanoparticle demands three dimensional spatial imaging of the
crystals distortions, as BCDI can provide.
BTO has a classical perovskite structure, for which the parent phase
(above 100C at ambient pressure) is cubic, becoming tetragonal at room
temperature [33]. This phase transition is influenced by pressure and also by
particle size which results in effective pressure [34]. The dielectric polariza-
tion, which results from oxygen ion displacements in the opposite direction
from the Ba and Ti cations, is present in all phases [35]. A recent publi-
cation used X-ray powder diffraction analysis to infer a core-shell structure
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for the nanocrystalline BTO[36]. The experiments used Rietveld refinement
to fit the splitting of the Bragg peaks observed for a range of particle sizes
to determine the ratio of tetragonal and cubic material in the sample. The
core-shell picture, in which the core is tetragonal and the shell is cubic,
was proposed to explain the size-dependence of those ratios. This core-shell
model, which could explain the enhancement of dielectric constant, can be
imaged directly by BCDI without the need to invoke models.
BCDI is a well established technique at the APS [5] which is able to image
nanometer-sized crystals in 3D with a resolution of 30nm or better. Strains
are detected as phase in the direct-space images, and can be quantitatively
analyzed as projections of the local displacements onto the scattering Q-
vector. The tetragonal/cubic core shell structure would therefore show up as
a broadening of the cubic-index Bragg peaks, translating into characteristic
phase patterns of the 3D images of the crystals. We have previously observed
core-shell strain structures on micron-sized zeolite crystals [37].
BCDI has been found to be effective in looking at twinning in complex
oxide crystals [38]. Merohedrally twinned crystals have two (or more) ori-
entations of crystal grains which are joined at a common interface located
at one of the crystallographic planes. The crystallographic description is
complicated in general by the presence of two lattices, but the Generalized
Phase Approximation (GPA) [39] can be used to represent one lattice as a
distortion of the other [35]. The second crystal is considered to have com-
plex electron density in which its local orientation is represented as a phase
at every point in space. Using the GPA, the second crystal acquires a phase
ramp when described in the coordinate system of the first crystal of the
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twin [38]. In this way, the tetragonal-cubic core-shell structure proposed by
Hoshina[36] will be identified as a flat phase in the interior (tetragonal ref-
erence lattice) with phase ramp structures on the outside representing the
cubic crystallographic phase, which appears as a distortion.
In this case the sample consists of a silicon wafer which has been sprinkled
with BTO nano crystals. The sample was mounted at the center of the
diffractometer at beamline 34-ID-C of APS and the detector was placed at
the nominal Bragg angle for BTO (110). Since many hundreds of crystals
are in the x-ray beam at any given position of the sample, it was quite easy
to find a Bragg diffraction beam from an individual nanocrystal like the one
shown in Fig. 1. To measure the entire coherent diffraction pattern in the
vicinity of the Bragg beam the crystal is rotated in direct space to translate
the 3D coherent diffraction pattern in reciprocal space through the area
detector. This particular crystal was rotated through XX degrees in steps
of XX and individual slices of the 3D pattern were recorded. The individual
slices of the 3D diffraction pattern were then stacked together to be fed into
the phase retrieval programs.
We investigated the structures of 320 nm and 240 nm BTO crystals using
BCDI. The diffraction patterns in Fig. 1 shows a clear fringed diffraction
pattern from the facets of the 320nm crystal. Images of the 320 nm crystal
in Fig. 2a&b show strains localized at two of the facets of the crystal shape.
Fig. 2c shows a slice through the phase of the three dimensional density.
The slice shows an interior that is a relative flat phase, except for one small
region where the density appears missing. The phase here indicates the
possible presence of a defect in the lattice that induces a dipole like distortion
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field in the lattice, given by the opposite shade phase on either side of
the position. The density here is not actually missing, but the lattice is
sufficiently distorted that some of the phase contrast in direct space has
caused on interference and reduced the amplitude of the complex density.
In Fig. 3 a similar set of images are shown of the 240nm crystal. The phase-
isosurface images show greatest strains on the top and bottom of the crystal,
relative o the Q vector of the 110 Bragg peak. As in the larger crystal, the
interior is relatively flat phase. There is an obvious scallop pattern shown
in the phase slice, but this is likely structure below the resolution of the
image and hence not reliable. These images indicate a pattern of strain in
the particles which might be consistent with the core-shell model.
Coherent Diffraction Imaging is rapidly establishing itself at third and
forth generation x-ray light sources like the Advanced Photon Source at Ar-
gonne National Laboratory and the Linac Coherent Light Source at Stanford
Linear Accelerator, both of which are examples of National User Facilities
(www.nufo.org). The imaging method is highly dependent on these high bril-
liance sources to produce the coherent beams. Dedicated instrumentation
exists at these facilities and is supported by professional staff to run experi-
ments with visitors. The reader should be aware that these capabilities are
available to scientists with all levels of x-ray imaging background. Generally
the national user facilities operate through a proposal review process that
scores and prioritizes experiments to be done at each of the instruments. For
the novice user, the instrument staff are generally very helpful in all stages
of the proposal process and all are encouraged to engage these facilities in
their research.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the BCDI experiment at APS 34-ID-C. The 320nm
diameter Barium Titanate crystal is aligned at the 110 Bragg angle at the
center of the diffractometer. A slice through the three dimensional coherent
diffraction pattern is measured in the far field at the Bragg angle indicated by
the direction of the arrow labeled kf . The difference between the incident
momentum vector ki and kf is given by the arrow labeled Q. It is the
direction of Q onto which the distortions of the crystal lattice are projected
in our BCDI images and is the so called reciprocal lattice vector that defines
the Bragg condition.
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Figure 2: Views of opposite sides of the 320nm diameter BTO crystal shown
in Fig. 1 produced from the tetragonal-sensitive 110 Bragg peak. The three
dimensional contour, or isosurface, is at the 25% level. The shading on
the surface is determined by the phase of the density, or distortion of the
lattice, at a given position. The total range in phase, from -1.5 to +1.5
radians, corresponds to approximately one half of the 110 lattice spacing,
or 2.8 angstroms of accumulated displacement along the direction indicated
by the Q vector in the illustration. The phase of the interior is seen on the
slice through phase of the 3D volume. The randomized phases outside of
the semitransparent isosurface can be disregarded.
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Figure 3: Views showing the top and bottom of a phase-isosurface of another
BTO crystal with a diameter of about 240nm. The arrow indicates the
direction of the reciprocal lattice vector onto which the distortion of the
lattice is projected. In (c) a slice through the phase of the complex image is
shown cutting through a semitransparent isosurface in the amplitude. The
phase of the interior is relatively flat relative to the outer edges where dark
and light regions are obvious.
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